2006 dodge 3500 air conditioner problems

If not blowing at all look under passenger side dash. You will see the box where the blower
motor is located. Tap on this box. If blower then starts its a blower motor issue. Inspect or
replace blower motor. If blowing but just not cold check to see that electric radiator fan is
coming on. If not it probably needs to be replaced. Check for voltage at fan motor. When mine
went bad I could give it a tap on back of fan motor then it would start. Hope this helps. Oh and
also on these models some owners have an issue with the damper door mech breaking in the
air duct work. I turn the ac on and off and eventually it will just start blowing cold. Then it works
great. Ok check the electric radiator fan. It's probably not coming right on as it should.
Schnee53 answered 7 months ago. I found out, that the computer finds low voltage and shuts
off AC. Several miles later, it will turn back on. Because when first starting your truck, the
Voltage Regulator cycles itself and the crappy thin wires and connections with change in
voltage causes computer to shut off AC. Drive the truck about a block and a half, and then turn
on AC. Works every time. That is assuming everything else is OK. Having a problem with blower
motor on air and heater, would not start when you first start truck, then about maybe 5 min
down the rd it would come on, now it will not come on at all, makes driving dif With key on after
a while the speedometer will come back on, first the belt chime will ring then speed part will quit
and sometimes the tach as well. Chime will ring again then all instrumenation will I have a
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working, had it charged, they told me the system wasn't sending any power to the AC pump.
Seems like a lot of money for something that would work if it had power to it. I am hoping
someone else has repaired this for less Took to dealer he said TIPM module was tripping on
high current to the ac clutch. Had to install new compressor clutch not serviceable. Went home
replaced compressor same problem TIPM module bad. Installed slave relay to pull in clutch.
They don't know how to diagnose any problem, they just throw parts at it. When they replaced
the defective ac plenum door, they damaged the power plug to the ac blower causing
intermittent problem. Replaced blower motor twice to find later the plug was bad. Used that one
the last time it failed, didn't burn the truck down but almost. I first notice the AC didn't work like
a Dodge had a reputation of working , so I carried it to the dealer. They said they fixed it and it
was a mother board. When I drove it home it was little difference but I was working days a week
didn't have time to have my truck tied up, so I lived with it. Now I'm retired and it's a pain to live
with it now. Dodge engines were at one time the best but the other guys have caught up so
Dodge will go down the tube with this kind of truck. We have had constant problems with the
AC on this truck since we bought it. Replaced the compressor three times and it continues to go
out. There has to be something faulty about this AC system. I have talked with a lot of others
with the same problem. I have bought all but 2 automobiles,trucks from Dodge dating back to ,
somewhere around The diesel however has spent much time at the Dodge shop problems from
computer to driving light bracket falling off. Dodge you have done this yourself by not looking
out for your customers and the ones that were loyal. Here it is Nov. I worked for about a week
then it quit again. I checked it out and I ran a hot wire to the compressor and it would blow cold
air. The light on the dash lights up that it is on but it doesn't blow cold. I put a test light on the
power connection and it is very dim not bright. Low power I think. Part 3: Three times a charm,
right? Dealer couldn't find an obvious leak so decided to replace the evaporator under the dash.
Saw a burnt electrical junction to the evap box and replaced that too. This seemed to improve
the overall flow out of the vents which has always been low since new relative to other cars.
Thought we finally got to the solution Truck currently in the shop for a fourth attempt at fixing.
Stay tuned for Part 4. Bottom line, getting a new truck. Part 2: Metal in freon circuit probably
because they didn't completely purge it the last time so they replaced everything except the
evaporator in the dash. Stay tuned Brought my Dodge Ram to my dealer with the complaint that
I could not engage the 4x4. This was the only problem that I was having at the moment. I still
kick myself in the butt for buying from this dealer. Anyway, was told the 4x4 pump was gone
naturally not covered under warranty but since I had 44, miles on the truck, the dealer stated
that this was great. Also informed me that I had 2 safety recalls that needed to be done. One of
these recall's was for a "flash memory update" to the computer. I told them since they needed
to be done, they might just as well do it. The next day when I picked up my truck, it was 70's and
I drove it home after paying for the pump. I checked to see that the 4x4 worked, which it did and

didn't use it to 2 days later. I went out to start the truck and started the truck, turn on the heater.
When I arrived at my destination. The heater blower stayed on. This was a first. I ended up
disconnecting the battery so that I could get home. I brought the truck back to my dealer,
showed them the problem and told them to fix the truck. The dealer's service manager then told
me she would call me back with a price to fix the problem. I was dumbfounded since they had
caused this issue. I told her I absolutely refused to pay for the repair since they caused this
issue and I wanted to take it up with the service manager. She informed me she was the service
manager and her decision was final. At that point, I told her I was going to take it to court and
left. Exactly 2 hours later she called me back and stated that back in early on one of my
numerous repair issue's, they had determined that I needed to replace this module, and I had
refused the service? Furthermore, she told me that this was a pre-existing condition, since I had
refused the service and that I had been living with this issue for 2 years. Yet somehow,
according to her, I had refused the service? When I asked her if she had the service notice with
my signature refusing this, she stated that she did not keep this repair slip, but that she had
every other one since they sold me the truck???? Does any of this sound reasonable to
anyone?? I supposedly refused to allow them to fix my truck for free? As dumb as that sounded
I contacted Dodge, who informed me that after their investigation, they agreed with the dealer,
again taking her word that they had informed me of the need to replace this module, again with
no paperwork to back the dealer up, and now they would not cover this Dodge should have a
recall on their AC compressor on the Ram pickups. Compressors should last longer than 72,
miles. My truck isn't abused and I keep my truck serviced. Come on Dodge, you have the best
diesel motor on the road, how about building your trucks with the same quality as the motor. I
have 2 other friends with Dodge trucks and both of their air conditioners have went out also.
One is confirmed the compressor and the other is pretty sure it is the compressor. I just wonder
how many others Dodges have had the same problem. My first summer with truck, I was moving
back to the east coast. When I left California it was degrees outside. LOL My 40G at work at it's
best. What's next. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Dodge dealer. Most
Common Solutions: not sure 7 reports replaced the compressor on the ac 4 reports replaced
everything except evaporator in dash 2 reports replace wire plug 1 reports reported leak in
schrader valve. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this
page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Ram problem
yet. Be the first! Find a good Dodge mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter
your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search
CarComplaints. Part 1: Replaced the compressor and dealer said they adequately purged the
system of metal. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Air conditioning
went hot. They told me that they detected a leak in the evaporator, which is of course, under the
dash I am not saying anything , I just want to get a solution. Totally fed up. The condenser is
OPEN to damage because of the way the truck is designed. They have great commercials The
service department said they were going to have to charge me AGAIN for removing the dash to
see what they missed. I told him I didn't feel I should have to pay for that twice THEY should
have found it the first time. He felt his service guys had done their best. The lies were rampant
from service. Ready for pick up on Friday. I called the service department to let them know I
would be bringing the truck back on Monday Now it is going out again. The tack has not worked
in the last 2 years. They say the instrument pannel needs to be replaced to fix tack at a cost of
The truck is not even 7 years old yet and is costing an arm and leg to keep because of factory
defects. Should have bought a chevy. Purchased truck used and only had it for short while only
to find out dodge has massive trouble with air conditioner on this truck. This truck is a piece of.
Also, the drivers door window motor makes a cracking noise. The paint is starting to flake, the
interior of this truck just is cheap. The truck is a 50K grocery getter. The front is shot on this
truck. It have never seen dirt much less been put into 4 wheel drive!! The only good thing about
this truck is the gas mileage and the simplicity of the cummins motor. My Powerstroke 4x4 Ford
F never ever gave this kind of problems and I put K on that truck. Living in Florida, AC is a big
deal. This unit went out when the truck was only 4 years old. Not only did I replace it once, but I
had to take it back 2 month later because it went out again. So far, it has been a year, and the
repair seem to be holding. This is one of the more expensive repairs, but one of many. Noticed
my air conditioner was not working properly. So I went down and bought a new fan motor and
went to install only to find out a part of a door was in the fan and the door was laying inside
broken. Went to the dealership and they said this is quite common and they are now using a
differe
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nt material to make the door. They will fix my door for Approx. I received a responce one day
later saying they were going to send my problem to the appropriate area for there attention. I
was given a case number and was contacted the following work day by a very nice professional
customer service person, Stacy. I had my dealer repair the door and sent her a copy of the paid
repair order and two days later she called and told me that Dodge would treat this as a extended
warranty claim. My dealer told me not to expect any help from Dodge. If you have a for-profit
service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this
page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Ram problem
yet. Be the first! Find a good Dodge mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter
your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search
CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

